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Christian, but Christ is not a classic (he transcends the category). The classical model is typically antique and typically secular: the heritage of pre-Christian—Greco-Roman—Europe. Build like the ancients, says the classicizing architect; carve like the ancients, says the classicizing sculptor; think like the ancients, says the classicizing philosopher. It sounds straightforward, but in the seventeenth century there was a right way and a wrong way to go about it. Theorists such as Gian Pietro Bellori and André Félibien and such painters as Nicolas Poussin made a sharp distinction between the rational imitation of the world in paint and the unthinking copying of it. The former was good, the latter bad. So, for example, Poussin was able to define painting as “an Imitation with lines and colors on any surface of all that is to be found under the sun,” even as he declared that he “despised those who are only capable of copying nature as they see it.” Where imitation involved an intellectually motivated alteration (or elevation) of the object in the act of depiction, copying was a simple reproduction of appearances, a merely natural or mechanical operation. Imitation involved transformation and elevation; copying did not.

Poussin associated copying with realism: precisely detailed scenes of daily life that were

Bourdon, Bosse, and the Rules of Classicism

THIS IS THE STORY of two artists, two friends, each brilliant in his way: Sébastien Bourdon and Abraham Bosse. Both were active during the reigns of Louis XIII of France and his son Louis XIV, the Sun King: the middle years of the seventeenth century. It was during this period that France emerged from civil war and sectarian conflict to become the most powerful nation in Europe, a hub of learning and art, and a centralized state in which royal power touched nearly every aspect of social life. Classicism was integral to this new order, and Bourdin and Bosse were both adept practitioners of the style. Yet they met very different fates, and the divergence of their paths epitomizes the challenges and opportunities facing artists in what has come to be called the Age of Absolutism.

CLASSICISM AS IMITATION

Classicism is, among other things, a theory of imitation: a way of relating oneself to approved precedents. Anything “classical” is a model to emulate, a paradigm to follow, and “classicism” is the name for the systematic imitation of these models. Yet not all models, not all paradigmas, are classical: to imitate Christ, for instance, may be the duty of a Christian, but Christ is not a classic (he transcends the category). The classical model is typically antique and typically secular: the heritage of pre-Christian—Greco-Roman—Europe. Build like the ancients, says the classicizing architect; carve like the ancients, says the classicizing sculptor; think like the ancients, says the classicizing philosopher.

It sounds straightforward, but in the seventeenth century there was a right way and a wrong way to go about it. Theorists such as Gian Pietro Bellori and André Félibien and such painters as Nicolas Poussin made a sharp distinction between the rational imitation of the world in paint and the unthinking copying of it. The former was good, the latter bad. So, for example, Poussin was able to define painting as “an Imitation with lines and colors on any surface of all that is to be found under the sun,” even as he declared that he “despised those who are only capable of copying nature as they see it.” Where imitation involved an intellectually motivated alteration (or elevation) of the object in the act of depiction, copying was a simple reproduction of appearances, a merely natural or mechanical operation. Imitation involved transformation and elevation; copying did not.

Poussin associated copying with realism: precisely detailed scenes of daily life that were
Richelieu and then Mazarin, were largely responsible for this gradual centralization of power. Royalist institutions such as the French Academy (founded in 1635 to monitor literature) and the Royal Academy of Painting and Sculpture (founded in 1648 to do the same for the arts) existed to formulate and adjudicate these rules, punish transgressors and, in so doing, impose central, royal control over literary and artisanal production.

The rules themselves were often arbitrary, if not in formulation then in enforcement. A literary brouhaha in 1637 reveals how Cardinal de Richelieu set about regulating French culture. In essence, Pierre Corneille—one of the greatest of all French dramatists—was censured by the cardinal and the academy for breaking Aristotle’s rules of dramatic unity in a genre-bending play. Neither a tragedy nor a comedy but a “tragico-comedy,” The Cid was a smash, but its very success provoked the question of whether popular taste should have any standing. Both the cardinal and the academy found the idea absurd. Richelieu himself reviewed the text and discovered it to be alarmingly unorthodox. That the cardinal himself had initially loved the play, staging it not once but twice in his own palace; that he had permitted it to be dedicated to his own niece; that the academy had no jurisdiction to pronounce on works by nonmembers such as Corneille—these details were irrelevant compared to the need to impose rules upon a popular sensation. Corneille took the fall, and the academy’s verdict, published as Thoughts of the French Academy Concerning the Trago-Comedy of “The Cid” (1637), became something of a rule-book for aspiring dramatists for years to come.

The Royal Academy was an even more naked attempt to break the power of an old guild system that dominated the picture trade. The crown simply established a new credentialing body and co-opted all the top painters into it, culminating in the ascension of Charles Le Brun as a sort of commissar for arts in the latter part of the century. When Poussin, becoming popular in Italy and Holland. “A painter is not a great painter,” he wrote, “if he does no more than copy what he sees, any more than a poet. Some are born with an instinct like that of animals which leads them to copy easily what they see. They only differ from animals in that they know what they are doing and give some variety to it. But able artists must work with their minds.” Realist painters are guided by instinct rather than their minds; they leave the realm of humans to become mere animals, unreasoning elements of the natural order. Poussin abhorred the arch-realist Caravaggio, who portrayed the Virgin Mary as a Roman girl adored by peasants with dirty feet: such an artist, he said, had come into the world “to destroy painting.” For his own part, Poussin stocked his pictures with updated versions of exemplary works of classical art: the slashing Roman at lower right in his Abduction of the Sabine Women, for instance, is based on a famous Greco-Roman statue known today as the Ludovisi Gaul (figs. 10 and 11). Instead of directly copying the world before his eyes, Poussin imitated prior exemplary works of art.

THE REGULATION OF ARTS

This brings us to the crux, the practical dilemma of classicism: one must follow models, conform to prototypes, but not too closely. How closely, then? What were the rules of art?

If classicism was largely a matter of imitation, then French classicism in the seventeenth century was an unprecedented regulation of the practice—that is to say, an imposition of formal rules upon it. Models became norms that could be enforced through a variety of more or less subtle means. The promulgation and imposition of these rules was integral to the rise of an absolutist monarchy under the Bourbons, which may be said to have run from the ascension of Henri IV in 1589 to the seizure of power by Louis XIV in 1661. Two powerful cardinals, first Richelieu and then Mazarin, were largely responsible for this gradual centralization of power. Royalist institutions such as the French Academy (founded in 1635 to monitor literature) and the Royal Academy of Painting and Sculpture (founded in 1648 to do the same for the arts) existed to formulate and adjudicate these rules, punish transgressors and, in so doing, impose central, royal control over literary and artisanal production.

The rules themselves were often arbitrary, if not in formulation then in enforcement. A literary brouhaha in 1637 reveals how Cardinal de Richelieu set about regulating French culture. In essence, Pierre Corneille—one of the greatest of all French dramatists—was censured by the cardinal and the academy for breaking Aristotle’s rules of dramatic unity in a genre-bending play. Neither a tragedy nor a comedy but a “tragico-comedy,” The Cid was a smash, but its very success provoked the question of whether popular taste should have any standing. Both the cardinal and the academy found the idea absurd. Richelieu himself reviewed the text and discovered it to be alarmingly unorthodox. That the cardinal himself had initially loved the play, staging it not once but twice in his own palace; that he had permitted it to be dedicated to his own niece; that the academy had no jurisdiction to pronounce on works by nonmembers such as Corneille—these details were irrelevant compared to the need to impose rules upon a popular sensation. Corneille took the fall, and the academy’s verdict, published as Thoughts of the French Academy Concerning the Trago-Comedy of “The Cid” (1637), became something of a rule-book for aspiring dramatists for years to come.

The Royal Academy was an even more naked attempt to break the power of an old guild system that dominated the picture trade. The crown simply established a new credentialing body and co-opted all the top painters into it, culminating in the ascension of Charles Le Brun as a sort of commissar for arts in the latter part of the century. When Poussin,
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Bourdon, Bosse, and the Rules of Classicism

By 1637, however, Bourdon’s Protestantism made Rome inhospitable, and he returned to France, just in time to witness the “Quarrel of The Cid” at close quarters. Over the next ten years he reinvented himself as a classicist. Religion was a small obstacle to a man of Bourdon’s sensibility, and in 1643 he did not scruple to paint a Crucifixion of St. Peter for Notre Dame de Paris, a breakthrough commission. By 1648 he was a founding member of the new Royal Academy; by 1655 he was its rector. The low-life forger from the provinces had become a mainstay of the Parisian art world. Later in the century, the connoisseur Louis-Henri de Loménie could single out Bourdon as “a dangerous copyist and rogue,” after a duke paid a huge sum for not one but two of his fakes—but by that time Bourdon had died, well-to-do and thoroughly respectable.11

The Art Institute of Chicago’s Christ Receiving the Children (fig. 13) is typical of this later phase. As the Gospel of Mark has it: And they brought young children to him, that he should touch them: and his disciples rebuked those that brought them. But when Jesus saw it, he was much displeased, and said unto them, Suffer the little children to come unto me, and forbid them not: for of such is the kingdom of God.12

The story tells us that Christ accepts even the lowest and least significant members of his flock. It is the great paragon of French classicism, was discovered after his death to have violated Aristotle’s strictures no less flagrantly than Corneille, Le Brun invented all sorts of excuses to protect the great man’s reputation; if he had violated the letter of the law, he had obeyed the spirit; figures vaguely resembling classical statues were declared to exhibit mathematically identical proportions to their originals; and so on.10 In effect, the rules themselves mattered less than the power of the academies to decide what was correct and what was not.

“A DANGEROUS COPYIST AND ROGUE”

An enterprising man could thrive in such circumstances, and Sébastien Bourdon was such a man. The son of a Protestant painter from the south of France, Bourdon knocked about as a youth, did some apprentice work that went nowhere, served a spell in the army, and eventually made his way to Rome. There he fell in with the group of mostly Dutch expatriates known as the Bamboccianti: the very group that Poussin most despised. Bourdon’s works from this early period, such as Travelers amongst Ruins (fig. 12), are downright anticlassical: they often feature lower-class protagonists in dramatic settings, showcasing (as the painter Salvator Rosa put it) “rogues, cheats, pickpockets, bands of drunks and gluttons, scabby tobacconists, barbers, and other sordid subjects.”11 On the side Bourdon learned his trade—and earned his living—as a forger and pasticheur, even faking works by his own friends for a local art dealer. This training gave him amazing facility; like a session musician, Bourdon could play in any style and never developed one of his own.

Soon he was supplementing his paintings of low life with grand altarpieces in a Flemish style while working up fakes in the manner of Giorgione, the Carracci, and others.

12 Sébastien Bourdon, French, 1616–1671, Travelers amongst Ruins (also known as Beggars amidst Roman Ruins), before 1637. Oil on canvas, 28 3⁄4 x 34 5⁄8 in. (73 x 88 cm). Paris, Musée du Louvre, inv. 2819

13 Sébastien Bourdon, Christ Receiving the Children, c. 1655. Cat. 6
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as though Bourdon’s concern with the humble, the common folk—people, in a word, like himself—had persisted in a new, academic idiom. Instead of literally representing “scabby tobacconists, barbers, and other sordid subjects,” the rector of the academy has sanitized and sanctified them: outcasts become adorables, realism becomes classicism.

The architectural setting is, likewise, a cleaned-up version of the tawdry limelights and ruins that Bourdon had painted back in Rome. Yet here he takes the geometrical regularity of classicism to a nearly hallucinatory extreme. Massive forms block access to the background and leave the middle distance indeterminate, flattening the scene; severe architecture and slicing shadows combine with angular drapery to produce a tessellated, almost cubist surface. The slanting shadows can suggest volume, as on the cylindrical castle in the distance, or flatness, as on the balcony at left; they align disconcertingly with the receding edges of the slabs and steps in the foreground so that the usual cues by which we navigate pictorial space do not quite work as expected. The perspectival construction is, in truth, rather loose: as the painter Jean-Joseph Taillasson put it, Bourdon has “a sort of grandeur of imagination, a vigour and energy which seems to come more from enthusiasm than from science.” He gives the appearance of geometrical rigor, not the real thing.

Color was a particular concern of Bourdon. Bulky, simplified garments enlarge the figures into broad blocks of color across the plane of the picture; the disposition of folds makes little attempt to copy real cloth, but is largely in the service of color effects. A careful orchestration of hues and rigour, not the real thing.

Instead of holding a mirror to daily life, as he had done in his early, realist phase, the classicist Bourdon composes symphonies of color and elevated imagery, a simulacrum of rational order. From one perspective he may have seemed a bit of a fraud, nakedly using classicism as a means to social advancement. From another, he was casting off the shackles of the artisan and exercising his native powers of invention in conformity with the rules of art—rules as difficult to state, and as yet inflexible, as those that governed Parisian society writ large. If he was successful in both arenas, the artistic and the social, what was the harm of a little fakery on the side?

“The Antichrist of Art”

Bourdon’s friend and colleague Abraham Bosse lacked this ability to adapt to circumstance. “It is not in my character,” he wrote, “to pronounce on matters of taste or opinion, but only on things that I know by demonstration.” Bosse was a printmaker and a Protestant, hence at a disadvantage both professionally and socially in a world dominated by Catholic oil painters. Bourdon was Protestant, too; yet, as we have seen, he succeeded thanks to his remarkable flexibility and his instinct for seizing the main chance. Bosse was the opposite. For him, rules were rules; they were to be followed, not gamed; and the rule of all rules was that of geometry. “The practice of the noble art of painting,” he wrote, “should be based for the most part on reasoning that is correct and rule bound, that is to say, geometric and therefore demonstrable.” The virtue of geometry was its availability to open, public demonstration: you could lay out a theorem and prove it conclusively, which was simply not the case in the capricious judgment of taste. Painting should aspire to this condition: like a geometrical diagram, it should make abstract truth visible to the eye. Bosse doggedly followed this reasoning to its logical conclusion—and ruined himself in the process.

Painting and geometry came together in the science of perspective. Although Bosse established himself as an etcher of fashion plates and genre scenes—vignettes of Parisian life that today are precious documents of a city in transition—he set his sights higher. In the 1640s he befriended the mathematician and engineer Girard Desargues, an autodidact genius who worked on everything from projective geometry to stone cutting, corresponded with Descartes, taught math to Pascal, and even contrived ways to make staircases look longer than they really were by cunning tricks of perspective. Desargues had figured out an ingenious theorem to improve the perspectival projection of objects onto a plane surface (fig. 14). The systems in place since the Renaissance had required painters to base their calculations on an imaginary vanishing point located some distance to the side of the picture itself; Desargues’s system, by contrast, could be plotted entirely within the confines of the picture itself. No longer would painters have to work up absurdly wide preparatory drawings, or tack rolls of paper to the edges of their canvases to plot the vanishing point.

But the real revolution was conceptual. Since the fifteenth century, perspective had been understood as a system for representing distortion. You took an object and showed how, when seen from a certain angle, it was distorted or, in the parlance of the time, “degraded”: a circular dish, for instance, could appear in degraded form as an ellipse. Desargues’s innovation was to start with pure geometry; instead of asking what changed with different viewpoints, he asked what stayed the same. At the heart of his method was a theorem for plotting ratios between multiple points on two converging lines. Armed with this theorem, it was possible to project or map points from one line to the other; the principle, once grasped, could be applied easily to painting. In short, the constant relations between sets of points, not the worldly objects to which those points corresponded, were what mattered. With Desargues, in J. V. Field’s words, “perspective is not being seen as a procedure that ‘degrades’ but merely as one that transforms, leaving certain relationships the same.”

Bosse was entranced. He had already published a treatise on how to produce etchings in the Italian manner, using linseed oil and resin, that revolutionized the industry in France; now he put some of Desargues’s ideas into practice in a book on stone cutting (which earned him the enmity of certain Masons who did not appreciate being instructed in how to produce tidy geometrical solids). Then, in 1648, Bosse set his sights higher. He produced a popular illustrated version of Desargues’s treatise, hoping to use his newfound knowledge to effect a reformation of painting itself. He saw himself as elevating art to the dignity of Euclid.

At first everything went well. Bosse was friends with the painter Laurent de La Hyre, a wine merchant’s son who, like Bosse himself, was a lifelong Parisian and social climber (fig. 15). Laurent’s son, Philippe, was talented and, with Desargues’s help, went on to a successful career as a mathematician and astronomer: the family’s rise from the wine shop to the intelligentsia in three generations is emblematic of the period. Although Bosse, as a mere etcher, was barred from the academy on its founding in 1648, La Hyre was not—and he helped his friend get a post as, in effect, an adjunct instructor of perspective. Bourdon surely helped as well: he had named his son Abraham after his older friend and asked Bosse to stand as the boy’s godfather. Knowledgeable to the point of pedantry, Bosse seemed ideally suited to the academy; the whole
perspective: did the judgment of the eye count for nothing? Bourdon took his friend aside and tried to warn him, but Bosse took this gesture very badly and launched a furious polemic against “Monsieur Le B.,” the most powerful man in the French art world.

What Bosse knew, he knew by demonstration: the proof was there for anyone to see. What sort of gentleman was Charles Le Brun, if the plain truths of M. Desargues’s projective geometry could be disregarded at will?

To no avail. Le Brun had it in mind to give the instruction in perspective to one of his own creatures, Jacques Le Sueur by name, who piously cited Leonardo da Vinci’s math-free Treatise on Painting as the source of all wisdom on this matter. Bosse dug in; rules were rules, and the only rules that counted were demonstrable ones. He appealed to the great Poussin, in Rome, who had once said that everything of merit in Leonardo’s book could be written out on a single page in a large hand; but Poussin was old and would do no more than admit to a low opinion of Leonardo’s theorizing. An anonymous pamphlet denounced Bosse as the “Antichrist of Art.”

point of that august body, so far as its members were concerned, was to raise the art of painting above the mere mechanical crafts, to dispel the last memories of an older, medieval system of guilds, and to acquire for painters the prestige of mathematics, philosophy, and other gentlemanly pursuits. Bosse, Protestant and etcher though he was, became an honorary member in 1651. The influence of his teaching is apparent in the works not just of La Hyre but other major classicists including Eustache Le Sueur, who constructed their perspectival projections according to the Bosse-Desargues method.

But it did not last. Bourdon, as we have seen, knew how to wear his convictions lightly, to speak airily about color theory when required, and, above all, to agree with Le Brun, a man who, increasingly, could make or break careers. Bosse lacked this skill. A zealot in the cause of his friend Desargues, he could not resist pointing out that Le Brun had failed properly to observe the rules of projective geometry in a Crucifixion that he had recently unveiled. Such an attack could only excite gossip, and Bosse’s position soon became precarious. Perhaps, some said, geometrical rigor was not the only criterion of good perspective: did the judgment of the eye count for nothing? Bourdon took his friend aside and tried to warn him, but Bosse took this gesture very badly and launched a furious polemic against “Monsieur Le B.,” the most powerful man in the French art world.

What Bosse knew, he knew by demonstration: the proof was there for anyone to see. What sort of gentleman was Charles Le Brun, if the plain truths of M. Desargues’s projective geometry could be disregarded at will?

To no avail. Le Brun had it in mind to give the instruction in perspective to one of his own creatures, Jacques Le Sueur by name, who piously cited Leonardo da Vinci’s math-free Treatise on Painting as the source of all wisdom on this matter. Bosse dug in; rules were rules, and the only rules that counted were demonstrable ones. He appealed to the great Poussin, in Rome, who had once said that everything of merit in Leonardo’s book could be written out on a single page in a large hand; but Poussin was old and would do no more than admit to a low opinion of Leonardo’s theorizing. An anonymous pamphlet denounced Bosse as the “Antichrist of Art.”
and, more worryingly for a Protestant, a “relapsed heretic of painting.”27 A meeting was called at the academy, words were exchanged, Bosse’s qualifications called into question; he stormed out. In 1661 he was expelled from the academy, and his books were banned from its library. A year later he was slapped with a restraining order to keep him from spreading “libels” about his former employers.


6 Filibien, Entretiens sur les vies, 349ff.


14 Field, The Invention of Infinity, 86. The term “degraded” is Pierre della Francesca’s (degradare).

15 Ibid., 102.


18 Abraham Bosse, Le Peintre convertye aux précises et universelles règles de son art; avec quelques adversaires contre les erreurs que de nouveaux écrivains vouloit introduire dans la pratique de ces Arts (Paris: self-published, 1667), n. p.; author’s translation.


22 Field, The Invention of Infinity, 86. The term “degraded” is Pierre della Francesca’s (degradare).

23 Terms such as “Imitation,” “Original,” and “Copy” were simply irrelevant to this purely formal system. Rule bound and consistent it may have been, but it was doomed. For Bosse’s faith in geometry as demonstrable truth and in a classical tradition with roots in the Elements of Euclid, Le Brun substituted the classical as an inescutable rule, deployed capriciously for the glorification of king and state. The whole point of such rules, in a way, was that they could never be demonstrated. Bosse literally could not stand it. Like Boorden, he had enthusiasm, but he had science as well, yet the rules of classicism were not, not geometrical, and science was Bosse’s downfall.